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Equal ions a rc dcrived whi ch describe t he ope ra tion (A ), [or the early stages of the 
run, (8 ), after infini te time with no production, and (C) , after in.fini.te timc at fi xed pro
dllction . The formulas undcr (A ) enable evaluation of the elementary separation 
coefficient, E. Those under (8 ) cnable calculation of the maximum separation in te rms of 
vario us channeling factors which determine t he length of theoretical unit cell , h. The 
formulas under (e ) enable calculat ion of optimum production co ndi tion s. When measured 
by t he smalln e s of h, the a naly is depicts the fractionator as one which is about 100 t imes 
morc powe rful than a modern laboratory di st ill at ion column. 

1. Introduction 

A mathrmatical analysis of various factors 
pertinent to the oprration of countercurren t 
electrolysis [1 , 2] 3 in capillary tubrs, packings, 
and sheets is presented . Sprcial empha is is 
given to t he adverse rffects of channeling. Al
though the discussion is applird to the speeiflc 
problem of concentrating 39K , it is applicablr to 
open and packed I'efiux columns in geDrral 
meroIy by changing the definition of terms. . 

The factors involved in the analysis are (1) 
The separation coefficient . This is defined as 
the ratio of the mobilitirs or velocitirs of the 39K 
and 41I( isotopes, t =VJ/V2' The actual mechanism 
giving ri.se to a cliffrI'rnce in mobility is no t in
volved in the discllssion. (2) The length of 
column, h, required to give a separation of f. In 
the di scussion the term h takes the place of the 
convrntional height of elemental theoreLical plate 
or height of theoretical unit. The vario us ex
perimental conditions limiting h are considered 
individually. (3) Factors for continuous produc
t ion. Calculations based on (1) and (2) arc given 

1 rrhis papel' will bo included ill ,"olume 6, division III, of the Man hattan 
Project Technical Series. 

2 Paten t Examiner, U. S. Patent Officc, and Consultant to Mass Spec· 
trometcr Section , National UIJreau of Standard s. 

3 Figures in brackets indicate t he literalure references a t th e end of thi. 
paper. 

Concentration of Isotopes of Potassium 

for the most efficient length of tube, the holdup, 
and the yield in grams prr kilowatt hour, when 
the product is 39K /41K= 21.3. 

1. Symbols and abbreviations 
A = cross-srctional area of packing, cm2 
a = lateral spacing between a veloci Ly crest 

and a velocity trough, em 
c] ,Cz = concenLrations of 39I(, and 41K, moles/emg 

C= normality, molesjliter 
D,D1,Dz= isotropi c, latrral and longitudinal co

efficients of pure diffusion, cm2/sec 
D' = over-all or effective longitudinal co

efficient of remixing by both pure 
diffusion and convection remixing, 
cm2/sec 

€= vd v2 = elementary process separation fac
tor 

F = Faraday con s ta n t = 96,500 cou
lombs/equivalent 

h= length of theoretical uni t, as defined in 
text, cm 

7J = viscosity of solu tion, poise 
J+= total current t imes positive-ioll trans

ference number, amperes 
l= length of packing or fraetioning path, 

cm 
'Y = equivalent conductivity of solution 

N1,Nz = mole fractional concentrations of 39I( 
and 41K 
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n = dimensionlcss exponent 
q= valence of positive ion = l for K 

r,ro= radial coordinate and radius of tube, cm 
R= V a/6 Va= reflux ratio during production 

S t,S.=over-all separation factor at time t and 
at equilibrium 

t= time, sec 
1)"v2 = velocity of 39K and 41 K relative to the 

solution, cm /sec 
V a= mean countervelocity of solution for 

to ta 1 reflux , cm /sec 
v= local point counter velocity of solution, 

cm /sec 
6 Va= m ean departure from total reflux mean 

countervelocity, with reference to 
production, cm/sec 

6v= 10cal point departure from exact ion
velocity, solu tion-v eloci ty balance un
der to tal r eflux equilibrium, cm/sec 

Vc= cathode volume , cm3 

x,w= thickness coordinate and sem i thickness 
between parallel walls, cm 

z= distance from anode face of packing, cm. 

II . Significance of E 

In an elcctrolytic cell of the type discussed in 
RP1765 [2], the transport mole/cm2/sec of the 
light 39K isotope due to the electric current before 
the liquid counterflow is superimposed is 

C,V, 1+ 
C,V, + C2V2 qFA' 

in which c, and C2 are lllole concentrations of 39K 

and 4'K per millili tel' at time t; VI and V2 are their 
veloci ties; 1+ is the posi tive-ion current equal to 
the total current times the cation transference 
number; F= 96 ,500 is the Faraday constant ; A is 
the effective cross-sectional area; and q is the 
valence of the positive ion, being uni ty for K +. 

When liquid counterflow is superimposed at a 
rate intermediate betwcen the velocities of the 
39K and 4lK, these are transported in opposite 
directions and an isotope concentration gradient 
builds up. This gradi en t begins adjacent to the 
cathode and works its way to the anode, finally 
reaching an equilibrium value. When this equi
librium is reached, the stream flow plus the back 
diffusion and cOllvection remixing just balances 
the 39K ion current. If the potential is then rc
moved, the flow of 39K in the anode direction is 
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Vac I +D' (dc, /dz)t~oo moles per square centi
meters a second, where V a is the mean liquid 
velocity, D' is the over-all or effectiv coefficient 
of remixing by both diffusion and convection 
processes, and z r efel's to length along the tube. 

When the' average K ion is static against the 
moving stream , as is the case during perfect 
operation, and when equilibrium is reached for 
the entire tube, conditions in the system are 
expressed by 

c~' -FI+'A=Vac , +D' (dc,/dz)t ~oo , (1) 
CIV, C2V2 q 

where (dc,/dz) t~' oo represents the maXImum at
tainable gradient. 

The liquid countervelocity, V a, is so adjusted at 
the cathode end that the net forward transport of 
positive ions by the current is balanced by the 
backward transport of thE' stream, so that 
1+ /(qFA) =--' V a(c, +C2). Hence there is no net 
positive-ion currcnt after this adjustment. The 
small currents of 39K and 4'K that cause the tube 
to build up a gradient are eq ual and opposite , and 
finally disappear when the equilibrium gradient is 
reached. H ence, under proper condi tions , the 
entire current is carried by the negative ions 
throughout the run . Va is maintained constant 
throughout the run and has the value 

V = 1+ 
a qFA(c, + C2) (2) 

Substituting eq 2 in eq 1 and collecting 

1+ CIC2(Vt-VZ) 
qFA (C, + C2)(CIVl + C2V2) 

(3) 

As v, and V2 are nearly equal , it is sufficiently 
accurate to write (C1V,+ C2V2) = (C, + C2)V2 and, also, 
to express isotope concentrations as mole fractions 
by N, = cd (C, + C2), N Z= C2 / (CI+ C2), and dc,= 
(c, + c2)dN,. With these relations, cq 3 becomes 

1+ (Vt - V2) dz - dN1 • ( ) 

qFAD' (ct + C2)V2 - N,N2 4 

As N, + Nz = l , and hence dN,=-dN2, it follows 
that 

and the integration of eq 4 over the length, l , of the 
tube, assuming uniform salt concentration, gives 
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I +(vl-v2) l In (NdN 2)._ I. 
qFAD' (Cl + C2)V2 (NdN2)._0 

(5) 

This is the equilibrium equation for the t ube and 
applies only after the gradient ceases to rise in 
any part of the tube. 

The elementary process separation coefficient 
is defined as the ratio of the mobilities or velocities, 
of the light to the heavy-isotope ions, thus 

The over-all equilibrium separation factor is 
defined as the ratio of the abundance ratio at the 
cathode to the abundance ratio at the anode, thus 

(6) 

As E is close to unity, €- l can be replaced by 
In E. Equation 5 tberefore can be written 

or 
(8) 

where II, is the height of theoretical unit and equal 
qFAD' (cl + cz) /I+= D' /r ", an d l /h i the number of 
theoretical units contained in the lengt.h l . 

All quantities arc measurable in rq 7 and 8 
wi t h the exception of the over-all remixing cocfIi
cient D' ; this can be calcula ted under certaiu 
simplified experim ental conditions, for example, 
those prevailing in a single vertical capillary tube. 
Equations 7 and 8 thu make it possible to calcu
late the maximum separation attainable. 

At th e beginning of the run the re is no remL'\ing 
as dc,/dz= O, an d the total transport of ligh t iso
tope is concentrated in the cathode compartment. 
The initial transport, in moles of 39E.: p er second, 
from eq 3 is 

1+ N,N2(v,-V2) 
qF 1:2 

I +N l N 2 (€-l) 
qF (9) 

The initial rate of rise in concentration at the 
cathode is inversely proportional to the cathode 
volume. vVhen !:!.Nl is the mole fraction gain in 
conce ntration of t llO light isotope in t seconds; 
\1c, the cathode volume; and C, thc normal
ity; tllO moles of ligh t isotope accumulated is 
VcC!:!.N, ]0-3 moles 39E: . This is equal to the rate 
given by eq 9 t im es the time. Hcnce 

Concentration of Isotopes of Potassium 

or 

(10) 

As !:!.Nl is sm all compared to Nl during initial 
operation, 

!:!.Nl 
NIN2 ,-..-= t::.ln (N1/N 2) = In (Nl/N 2) ,-

In (N1/N2) 1=0=111 8,. 

Equation 10 now becomes 

1 17cCqFlnS I 

€ - - 1000I +t' (ll) 

With eq 11 it is possible to calculate the ratio of 
mobilit ies from the initial lope of the curve of 
In 8, plotted with respect to t. II 8 1 is near unity, 
it is s ufFi ci ~mtly il ccurate to wri te In 8,= 8,- 1 
and plot this with respect to t. Also NdN2 may be 
plotted , but in this case the initial slope must bc 
divided by (N1/N2 ) (menn) in making the calcu
la tion of E. 

Equation 10 or 11 applies regardless of whethcr 
the li o-ht i otope is rare or ubundant. In cases in
volving the cOl1centmtion of the Il eavy isotope, 
N, fi nd N 2 are in terchanged, and ,is defined as 
(N 2/N, ) ,/ (N2/N 1 ) '=0. The defini tion of E then 
remains the same, Jlamely, t he ratio of the ligh t 
to the heavy-ion mobiliti es. 

III. Calculation of h 

The factor h is defined fo r the pI" sent p rocess 
ns that segmental length of t ube or cell that will 
boost the abundance ratio by a factor € wllOn the 
concentration gradient has built up to a steady 
state under "total reflux", i. e., cathode sampling 
ra te is zero. It is important that h be kep t small 
as the power l·equirement, holdup , and t ime to 
reach equilibrium are each proportional to it. 
This scction discusses condi tion und er which a 
small h can be r eali zed, as well as other conditions 
that will lead to a large h. 

According to eq 2, 7, und 8, the leugth h is 
given by 

h= D' /Va, (12) 

where D' is tbe ove1"-ull longitudinal remlA'lng 
coefficient , and F a is tbe m0nn liquid counter-
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velocity that balances the mean drift velocity 
of the K ions. In all cases met in practice the 
effective coefficient D' is made up of both pure 
molecular back: diffusion and convective remixing. 
The latter is due to convection of K resulting from 
the fact that the point liquid countervelocity is 
not in exact balance with the point ion velocity 
over the entire flow cross section, being higher 
than the ion velocity in one region and lower than 
the ion velocity in another. It is necessary to 
evaluate this latter remixing effect to arrive at a 
value for D' or h. As convective remixing depe11ds 
not only on the longitudinal velocity of the K 
but is diminished by the cross diffusion between 
the counterflowing str eams of K , it is necessary 
to analyze the steady state in terms of the profiles 
of longitudinal velocity and lateral diffusivity. 
This can be done rigorously only for cases involv
ing geometrical symmetry, in a manner now to be 
discussed. 

Consider a round tube that may be either a 
single narrow capillary or a much larger packed 
tube. Asswne ·~hat the mean liquid counter
velocity is held in exact balance with the mean ion 
velocity, notwith standing that the center of the 
tube has a liquid velocity greater, and the periph
ery a liquid velocity less, than the ion velocity 
in these r egions. Assume further that the profile 
of the velocity departure is symmetrical t o the 
center of the tube. Then, for the point difference 
between liquid countervelocity, v, and 39K ion 
velocity VI 

(13) 

where the point veloci ty departure, t1v, is a sym
metrical function of r. 

Also as there is a ne t balance of transport with 
respect to average val lies, 

(14) 

where VI and V2 are t he averaged point ~lK ion 
velocitias and the c's ar e the averaged point 
concentrations of the t wo isotopes. 

As by definition, ~= VdV2' which is closely 
/;1/V2, and as ~- 1 is quite small compared to unity, 
eq 14 may be written 

EquatiOlls 13 and 15 will be returned to , it now 
being necessary to consider the differential and 
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integral equations that describe t he steady state 
operation of the tube. 

Let oct/oz be the longitudinal concentration 
gradient finally established after very prolonged 
running, Cl being the average 39K concentration 
over the cross section at level z. This gradient is 
also the gradient for each point in the cross section 
because the distribution cw-ves for concentration 
along the wall, along the axis, or along an inter
mediate cylinder , are closely parallel in all cases 
to be considered. 

Consider an element of volume at a point r, z. 
Due to such lack of equality as may exist between 
ion and liquid velocity, the 39K is removed longi
t udinal from the element at a rate (VI- V) OCt/oz 
moles sec- 1 cm- 3. But as point concentrations 
in the tube have Teached a steady state, this 
removal must be exactly compensated by a lateral 
diffusion of 39K into the element at a rate (d/rdr) 
(Dlr dc, /dr) moles sec- 1 cm- 3, in which D] is the 
radial coefficient of diffusion. Hence the steady 
state requires 

d(Dlrdct/dr) = (VI - V) OCI /OZ. (16) 
1'dl' 

A second equilibrium condition, assuming zero 
sampling rate a,t the cathode, is that the integrated 
transport of 39K is zero. This is expressed by 

where (VI -V)Cl is the moles/cm2/sec transported at 
the point 1',Z due to the velocity departure, and 
D20C l /OZ is the moles cm - 2 sec- 1 diffusing back , 
D2 being the longitudinal coefficient of pure dif
fusion. 

Equations 16 and 17 can be combined after 
suitable transformation as follows: Integration of 
cq 16 gives 

dc] = oct/oz[Iar (v ]- v) l'dr ]dr/Dll', (18) 

whereas integration of eq 17 by parts gives 

For dCl in cq 19 is substit uted the expression given 
by eq 18 , giving 
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(;1 IaTO(VI-V) 2TdT={2 fuTffuT (Vl- V) l'dlJ 

dT/Dlr+D2r~l ocl / OZ' (20) 

But 

foTOv12rdr=vlr~ and l Tov2Tdr= T1ar~. 

Hence returning to eq 13 and 15 , and combining 
these with eq 20 , 

(;1(;2 ~a(t- l ) r~ ={2 ('or f' (t:w)rdr] 2 
Cl + C2 Jo LJo 

dT/Dlr+D2r~}dCddz. (21 ) 

N ow let dz= h. Then by definition of h the 
corresponding longi tudinal increase in the abund
ance ratio is by a fa ctor t , where 

As del = - dC2' and is small, this last expreSSlOn 
can be ,vritten 

and substitution in eq 21 gives 

Equation 22 is t he general result sought. It 
enables the calculation of h for any rOUlld tub e 
whether packed or open , providcd Llv and DI are 
known symmetrical functions of the radial coor
dinate, r. 

In a similar fashion i t can be hown that h for 
a long, thin packing or fum, contained between 
parallel walls, where flow is lengthwi;;e and a 
uniform balance can be assumed breadthwise, IS 
given by 

(22a) 

where Llv is th e symmetrical velocity departure as 
a function of the thickness coordinate, x, the 
origin of the latter being midway of the walls, and 
w is the semispacing. In general, the upper and 
lower limits of x should be chosen such that 
dcdd 0 at both limits. 

Five special cases under eq 22 and two under 
eq 22a will now be considered in detail. 

Concentration of Isotopes of PotassiuIU 

Case I . The I sothermal Capillary .--Considel' a 
single narrow capillary tube and assume an inap
preciable rise in axial t emperature relative to the 
wall t emperature. Then the ion velocity is uniform 
over the cross ection so that VI =V[. But the 
liquid countervelocity i a symmetrical parabolic 
function of r, and this is true even if the flow is 
aided or impeded by electro-osmosis, as it i 
Imown that the latter type of flow also ha it 

parabolic profile [3]. 

v - -

\ 1 r- L 
\ v, / 
\ I / 
\ bV 

1/ 

1\ 0 0 .5 / I, 
I---

\ I / I ~-
\ II 

'- -

\v / -
\ V 

"" - / 

'" ~ ..--/ 
V 

fJ.V =V-V=V (2(f)2_ 1) 
I 0 0 

F IGURE I.- Profile of isothermal capillary tube. 

The profile of the velocity departure is illus
trated in figure 1 and is given by 

Llv= vl-v=vJ-v= T1a[2 (1'/1'0)2 _ 1] . (23) 

This is to be substituted in eq 22 . The profile of 
the radial diffusion coefficient DJ is a horizontal 
line in this case, and hence DJ may be brough t 
outside the integral sign. The diff usion coeffi
cient vertically will be the same as radially, and 
both will be designated D. 

For the first operation indicated by eq 22, 
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The remall1ll1g integration with ~inD ts ro, and 0 
leads to 

h= (VarU2D) (1/8-1/3+ 1/4) + D/Va 
= (1/48) Var~/D+D/Va . (24) 

From this result it is seen that the minimum value 
of 11, is ro/2~3, and that the liquid counterveloeity 
t o achieve this minimum is 

The valu es of h for a 1.0-mm inside diameter 
isothermal capillary for snveral voltage gradients 
lengthwise of the tube are listed in table 1. The 
temperature is assumed to be 18° C throughout , 
for which the mobility in 1.0 N KCl [6) is 
0.000498 cm sec-I volt-I. The value of D in 
KCl solution up to 1.0 N is close to 1.55 X 10- 5 

cm2/sec. 

TABLE 1.- H eight of theoretical unit of 1.0-112112 inside 
diameter i sothermal capillary at 18° C 

P otential F, ( /48) i',T 5/D D fl', h 
-----

I l em em/sec em. 
L ____________ _ 0.000428 0.00168 0.03110 0.0328 
4.31. _00000000_ .00215 . 00722 . 00722 .0144 mi ll . 
10 __ 0000 _000000 .004£8 . 0108 . 00311 . 0199 

In practice, because of J2R heating, the assumed 
isothermal condition is not realized. If the capil
lary is set vertically with cathode feed at the top, 
and say a 40 ° C axial ri se in temperature is per
mitted, it is possible to so select thp inside diameter 
that thermal convection up the center and down 
along the walls will partially balance the excess 
and deficien cy of the countervelocity. The re
sultant profile, illustrated in figure 2, is a closer 
approach to ideal poin t balance than figure 1. 
In consequence, h will be less than the values 
indicated in table 1. Calculations indicate that 
a vertical car>illary under perfect con trol with an 
inside diameter of 0.7 mm, and a gradient of 15 
v/cm , can yield an h of 0.002 em , or 500 theoretical 
units per centimeter length. 

If the capillary is set horizontally, the effect of 
heating results in a lateral convective mixing. 
This increases the value of D in the first term of 
eq 24. H ence the value of h will be somewhat 
lower than indicated in table 1, provided the in
creased back diffusion represented by the term 
D/Va is unimportant, as is the case for voltage 
gradients higher than about 10. 
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The foregoing calculations apply only to a single 
capillary tube. To be appli ca.ble to a bundle of 
tubes it w~uld be n ecessary for the mean ion and 
liquid velocities to balance in each. The exact
ness of tills individual tube balance will be realized 
when it is considered that maximum separation 
can occur in each tube only when the mean liquid 
velocity has a value lying between the velocities 
of the 39K and 41K ions. As, for a given liquid 
head, the liquid velocity varies as the square of 
capillary bore, and as the two ions differ in veloc-

J I v ! . 
1--I--TH- E....lR- M- A-L..L--+-,,-/ c-'-r"'" i 11 J i 1 
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I--f---l-\ .. J-I--+----j--++-, ' ~+-----1 
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i 

FIGURE 2.- P rofile improved by thennal cOflvection. 

ity by only about 0.3 percent, a suitable bundle 
must consist of tubes with variations in bore of 
less than 0.2 percent . Such a requirement can
not be m et by selection of ordinary glass tubing, 
although extl'Uded tubes might have the required 
uniformity. However , a further requirem ent is 
that the tubes be at nearly the same temperature, 
and this is difficult to achieve as the solution has 
a negative temperature coefficient of resistance. 

In contrast, if the above bundle is provided 
with numerous lateral communications between 
the tubes, the resulting cross diffusion will greatly 
compensate for lack of individual tube balance, 
and it becomes possible to achieve a reasonably 
low h. This action, though on a larger lateral 
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scale, i similar to the effect of radial diffusion in 
the single capillary, which partially compensates 
for the point lack of balance over the cross section 
and gave rise to the reasonably small first term 
in eq 24. 

A tube pack:ed with sand, beads, etc., is analo
gous to a capillary tube bundle having cross 
communication between passages. It will be 
clear, therefore, that isotope separation in other 
than an ideal pach:ing is possible only because of 
cross diffusion. Various cases of nonideal pack
ings will be trea ted hereinafter, but first it appears 
desirable to discuss the ideal , though as yet non
existent, packing in order to show the ultimate 
possibiliti es of this method of fractionation. 

Case II. The Ideal Paclcing.- The perfect pack
ing should have the properties of an ideal tube 
bundle. This requires that the pores be small 
and nearly identical in shape, cross-sectional size, 
and length. The ideal case must exclude the 
presence of a temperature gradient normal to th e 
direction of Jiquid counterflow because fluidi ty of 
the solu tion increases with a somewhat greater 
temperature coeffieien t than doe the mobility of 
the ions. 1' his last consideration suggests that 
the ideal packing must be a face-cooled diaphragm . 

In order to m aintain maximum temperatures 
below 100° C, calculations indicate that thp dia
plu-agm should have a thickness no t exceed ing 
about 1 cm . -Wh ere one diaphragm is insufficient 
to give the desired separation factor , a series can 
be used with intermediate spaces for insertion of 
cooling elements. 

A fur ther requirement is that thermal convection 
across the thickness of the diaphragm must be 
eliminated. Consider a fri t made from 50-mesh 
beads. ,Vith the faces vertical, a convection 
current will occur inwardly from both faces at 
the bo ttom, up the midsection, and outwardly 
toward both faces at the top. The convection 
at top and bottom will cause r emixing. On the 
other hand, with the diaphragm horizoDtal, the 
upper half will comprise cool liquid overlying hot 
and the thermal instabili ty will result in convection 
currents toward and away from the upper face. 
Calculations indicate that if thermal convections 
arc to be reduced to negligible veloci ty the fri t 
should be made from beads of about 200 mesh 
per inch or finer. This corresponds to a mean 
pore radius of C .002 cm or less. 

In summary, it appears that the ideal packing 

Concentration of Isotopes of Potassium 

should be a face cooled diaphragm of extremely 
uniform thickness and porosity with mean pore 
radius of less than 0.002 cm. For uch a dia
phragm the fiTst term of eq 24, u ing for r 0 the 
mean pore radius, is negligible ; hence, h= D /V a, 
where D is the longitudinal diffusion coefficient 
of the free liquid and V a the mean liquid co unLer
veloci ty in the pore. The following are the 
values of h under the ideal conditions as umed 
when V a;s taken as 0.00498 cm/sec, corresponding 
to a 1.0 N KCl solu tion and an appli ed gradi ent 
of 10 v /cm at 18° C: 

Values of D at temperatures other than 18° C 
were estimated by assuming propor tion ali ty to 
absolute temperature t imes the fluidity of the 
water for that temperature [81-

At 18° C; D = 1.55 X lO- 5 cm2/sec; h= 0.0031cm . 

At 40 0 C; D = 2.68 X I0- 5 cm2/sec; h = 0.0054cm. 

At 80° C; D = 5.57 X I0 - 5 cm2/sec; h= 0.01l2cm. 

The h at 18° C would apply to diaplu-a.gm 
regions close to either face. The h at 800 C would 
be encountered across the midplane of a frit 
having this maximum temperature. As the 
mobility increases toward the midplane, the volt
age gradienL across this plane will drop to a value 
such that the ion veloci ty and liquid counter
velocity are in balance. 

Case III. Packed Tube With Uniform Poros
ity and Hot Core.--As ume first Lhat the pack.ing 
has a pore radius of abou t 0.002 cm or less, so 
th at thermal convection is negligible . The value 
of h will 1)e D /V a at the cooled en d faces of t he 
packing just as in case II. At points remote 
from the ends, however , the ion velocity and liquid 
velocity are not in point balance over the cross 
section due to the fact that the temperature coef
ficient for fluidity is somewhat higher than for 
mobility. The bulk profile of the velocity de
parture will approxima.te the appearance shown 
in figure 3, and will b e assumed to be parabolic, 
as given by the relation 

(25 ) 

where all velocities and diffusion coefficients are 
now to be considered as superficial. The super
ficial values are obtained by mul t iplying the mean 
pore values by the fraction voids. 
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Equation 22 is applicable. A rigorous solution 
requires that the lateral diffusivity DI be expressed 
in terms of r, as DI increases with temperature 
and has its maximum value at the point of maxi
mum temperature, r= O. It is sufficiently ac
curate for our purpose here to consider DI as 
having a uniform value based on the mean tem
perature between wall and axis. The result of 
the integration is then 

where Va is equal to the superficial mean ion 
velocity based on the mean temperature. 

As eq 26 involves ratios of velocity to diffusivity, 
each of which is to multiplied by the fraction voids 
to obtain superficial values, it is just as propel' to 
use mean pore values. Further, as V a is adjusted 
to balance the mean ion velocity, and as the 
latter is closely the same function of temperature 
as is the diffusivity, calculations can be based on 
KCI solution at 18 0 , for which, at 1.0 normal, 
V a= 0.000498 cm sec- I volt- I, and D]';;t,D2 = 
1.55 X l 0- 5 cm2/sec. 

Consider a tube packed with 200-mesh sand and 
having an applied gradient of 10 v/cm. The 
maximum permissible temperature rise is assumed 
to be 80 0 C . For this rise , due to the fact that 
fluidity increases more rapidly with temperature 
than mobility, the ratio C:.v",IV a is calculated to be 
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0.10. Table 2 lists the values of 11, for vanous 
tube sizes. 

TABLF 2.- Packed tube with umjorm porosity, 80° C 
temperature (rise, 10 vlcm) 

Inside diame- h ter of tube 

em em 
0.5 0.0073 
1.0 . 0198 
2.0 .0701 
4.0 . 271 
8. 0 1. 07 

It should be emphasized here that the values in 
table 2 ore for an extreme case, remote from the 
ends of the packing, and with no thermal convec
tion. If the tube is set vertically, and instead of 
200-mesh sand, a coarser packing of about 100 
mesh is used, calculations indicate that thermal 
convection will largely overcome the lack of point 
balanre indicated in figure 3. If a tube of 100-
mesh sand is set horizontally, thermal convection 
will be sufficient to markedly increase the effective 
lateral diffusion coefficient, D I • For these reasons 
it is possible to obtain lower values for 11, than arc 
indicated by table 2. On the other hand, if the 
paclcing contains gas bubbles, the effective value 
of 15] is decreased; hence, 11, will be increased. 

Case IV. Packed Tube With Wall Channeling.
Uniform porosity was assumed in case III. 
Actually, when a tube is packed with beads or 
sand, the porosity adjacent the wall , and for a 
width of about half a bead, is about 50 percent 
greater than elsewhere. This fact can usually be 
disregarded when the beads are very small and 
held under pressure. In the case of frits the 
higher porosity at the wall can be eliminated 
with suitable cement. It is of interest, however , 
to calculate the value of 11, for cases in which, due 
to failure of one kind or another, a wall channel 
makes its appearance . 

Consider first a wall channel of uniform thick
ness over the entire circumference. A suitable 
function for C:.v is 

where C:.vw is the maximum velocity departure 
near the wall. The parameter , n, determines the 
extent of the flat portion of the velocity profile 
and for large values of this parameter the profile 
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is flat over th~ major por t ion of the cross section, 
as illustrated in figure 4 . 
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FIGU RE 4.-Packed lttbe with symmetrical wall channeling. 

Equation 27 must satisfy the condition for 
average balance, 

( ro 
Jo (6V) 27rrdr= 0, 

from which it is found that 

From eq 22, neglecting the 152/v a term, it IS 

found that 

and for those cases in which the wall velocity 
departure is 10 or more times the departure in 
th e pack ing, this becomes 

(29) 

In terms of the channel thickness, d, this can 
be wri tten 

(29a) 

Concentration of Isotopes of Potassium 

It is seen from eq 29 that the values of h will be 
about five times those for case III for the same 
values of 6 vm, thus showing the adverse effect of 
abrupt as compared with gradual departure from 
point balance. A symmetrical wall channeling 
sufficient to cause a velocity dep arture in the 
packing of 10 percent will lead to a value of h of 
0.12 cm for a l.O-cm inside diameter tube oper
ating with an applied voltage gradient of 10 v/cm . 

From eq 29a it is seen that if the thickness of 
the wall channel is the same, the h for various 
tube sizes will remain the same. This is because 
the wall-velocity departure for a given head de
pends only on the channel thickness. 
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FIGURE 5.- Packed tube- ul1 symmet"ical wall channeling. 

Although a rigorous treatment canno t be given 
for cases involving unsymmetrical channeling, 
such as illustrated in figure 5, it can be stated 
that for the same 6 vm the value of h will be much 
higber than in the symmetrical case. Thus, in 
the general case, h varies as the squ are of the 
average diffu ion distance between the channel 
and the interior of the packing and inversely as 
the lateral diffusion area between the channel and 
the packing. H ence, a wall channel due to a 
loealized breakthrough may easily result in sllch 
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n large h that isotope separation for a 10-cm 
length of packing will be inappreciable. 

Case V. Core Channeling.- Assume the forma
tion of a single narrow round channel of radius 
rl and coaxial with the packed tube. The profile 
of the velocity departure will be parabolic in the 
channel and essentially uniform in the surround
ing packing, as illustrated in figure 6. Hence 

, 
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FI GU RE 5.- Packed lube-symmelrical core channeling. 

and 

As an over-a.ll balance is maintained, 

[
To fur (f1v) I'dI' = - (f1v) I'dI', 

• r 0 

and therefore eq 22, neglecting the 152/v a term, 
and assuming uniform lateral diffusivity , can be 
put in the form 

h= (2/D1 Var~) 

{.II -f O (f1v)rdr Jdr /r + 

lll' (f1v)rdr J dr/r }. 
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This is integrated after substitution of the above 
expressions for f1v, and the result is 

h= (2/Vj Var~) 
{ (f1v;,rU4)[ln 1'0/1'1-3 /4 + (1'd ro)2- ~ 

(rdro) 4/4) + (l9 /768 ) f1v;rll. 

When the diameter of the channel is small com
pared with the tube diameter, such that 1'0> 101'1 
and f1vc1' = 2f1vmrg , this expreSSIOn becomes, 
approximately, 

~ 
(30) I 

where the velocities and diffusivity are super
ficial and apply to the packing. 

With a central hole having an inside diameter 
from one-tenth to one-hundredth that of the tube, ~ 
In r o/rj - 0.7 will lie between 1.6 and 3.9. On 
cOlnparing this case with case IV, it is seen that 
for the same f1vm in the packing, meaning that the 
total channel flow in milliliters per second is also 
the same, the h for axial core channeling if' from 
8 to 20 times that for symmetrical wall channeling. ,i 
Although this result may seem surprising, it is to 
be remembered that the axial channel presents 
far less area to thr packing through which the 
compensating effect of cross diffusion can occur. 

From Poiseuille's law, the mean liquid velocity 
in the channel relative to the mean liquid velocity 
in the average pore within the packing is propor
tional to h /rp)2, where rp is the equivalent pore -< 

radius. Hence, for a bead packing with 38 per- I 
cent of void space, 

01', approximately, 

f1vc/2Va = (f1 vm/Va) (ro/r) )2= 2.63h/r p)2 - 1, 

when f1 Vm/V a < O.l. 

The equivalent pore radius for a bead packing . ft 
has been determined experimentally to be 0.165 X 
bead diameter [2). 

Table 3 gives the values of h computed from~ eq 
30 for a 2-cm inside diameter tube packed with I 
beads of 100-mesh per inch, r p = 0.0042 cm, 
assuming 1.0 KCI at 18° C and a voltage gradient ~ 

of 10 v/cm. For these conditions, V a= 0.00498 I 
cm/sec and D 1= 1.55 X 10- 5 cm2/sec. 
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TABLE ~.-Core channeling in 2-cm inside diameter tube, 
100-mesh bead~ , 10 v/cm 

r=:re channel radius 
Equh'alent pore radius ' 

rdrp 

em 
L . . ...................... . 
6_._ ...................... . 
8 ......... _ ............... . 
10 ........................ . 

Core chan nel 
radius, 'I 

em 
0. 0168 

. 0252 

. 0336 

. 0420 

" 
----

em 
0.068 
1.6 

15 
92 

Table 3 shows that when a single continuous 
core channel has reached a size about five times 
the mean pore size of the packing, the resultant 
h will be about 1.0 cm. In such a case isotope 
separation between ends of a lO-cm length of tube 
would be negligible. This result as um es, how
ever, that the radial diffusion coefEicien t has the 
value indicated, this being the minimum value 
corresponding to molecular diffusion. ActuaJly, 
when the tube is et horizontally, V t will have a 
much larger effective value than assumed because 
of thermal convections in planes normal to the 
axis. H ence, the values of h in table 3 sho uld be 
regarded as maximum. They show merely that 
very poor results can be due to a single rela tively 
small core channel. It is for this rea on that bead 
packings should be held under pressure. 

Case V I. Face-Cooled Diaphmgm, NonUniform 
Porosity.- The diaplu'agm of uniform porosity 
was considered under case II. When the dia
phragm is not uniformly porous, various regions 
can be found in which the porosity is above or 
below a mean porosity. Two factors of equal 
importance determine the performance of the 
packing, the first being the magnitude of the 
velocity departure due to the porosity departure; 
the second is the lateral distance across the face 
of the diaphragm between a velocity crest and a 
velocity trough. 

The general case does not permit a rigorous 
treatment. However, the order of magnitude of 
h can be gotten by assuming an equivalent dia
phragm in which the regions of porosity departure 
arc parallel, the mean velocity departure and 
the mean crest-trough spacing of the actual case 
and the equivalent case being the same. 

The proFtle of the equivalent case is shown III 

figure 7 and is expressed analytically by 

flv = - flvm cos (7rX/a). 

Concentration of I sotopes of Potassium 

Equation 22a is applicable. A lateral diffusion 
vanishes at limits a and 0, a indicated in fi gure 5, 
the integration should be macle between these 
limits. The result is 

this being the II, for each symmetrical pair of 
strips, and therefore the h for the entire diaphragm. 
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FIGUnE 7.-Profile oj a diaphmgm with variable pOTosity . 

From this result it is apparent that small va lues 
of h can be achieved only when the product, 
(velocity departure) times (crest-trough spacing), 
is small . 

Consider two diaphragms wherein the velocity 
departures are 10 percent of Va in one und 2 
percent of Va in the other. Assume a voltage 
gradient for each of 10 v/cm at 18° C so that - - ' 
V a/D t = 322 and D2/Va = 0.0031 for l.0 N KCl 
solution. The resulting values of h arc given in 
table 4 for variollS crest-trough spacings, a. 

From the results in table 4 it can be seen that a 
nonideal diaphragm ·will enable appreciable isotope 
separation even though the centers of the regions 
of porosity departure are laterally a fraction of a 
centImeter apart, but, if several centimeters apart, 
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T A BLE 4.- Diaphragmo with variation s in porosity, 10 v/cm 

5vml F a I a Ol'm/ Va 
--_1_---------1---1 

h a 

em em em em 
0. 10 0.5 0.044 0.02 0.5 0.0047 

.10 1.0 . 17 .02 1.0 . 0096 

I 

. 10 2.0 .65 .02 2.0 . 029 

----- - --- --------- . 02 4.0 . 12 

-------- - - - ---- -- . 02 8.0 .48 

only when th e maximum velocity departure is less 
than about 2 percen t of the countervelocity, Va. 

Case V II. I sothermal Capillary F ilm.- Consider 
the unobstruct ed passage formed bet-ween two 
elongated parallel walls tha t are closely spaced 
apar t a distance 2w, are extremely smooth, and 
strictly parallel. If tempera ture effects be neg
lected, the velocity departure in terms of th e 
thickness coordina te will be 

f"v= (Va/2[3 (x/w)2- 1]. 

Equa tion 22a is applicable to this case and gives 

h = (2/105) V aw2/D+ D/Va, (3 2) 

a result tha t is nearly id entical to that for the 
capillary tube, case I . 

In practice, the walls should be good heat 
condu ctors for ex ternal cooling, and th e inner 
surfaces, a t least , should be elec trically non
conductive. The film will run ho t at the mid
plane, but the fact that viscosity times conductance 
is not precisely cons tan t will affect the numerical 
coefficient in equation 32 by only a few percent 
and can be disregard ed . Calculations for h can 
be based on values of Fa and D a t 18° C. 

Thermal convection can be used to advantage 
to avoid a bread thwise velocity departure by 
arranging th e walls so tha.t length is horizontal 
and breadth ver tical. A valu e of h calculated as 
in case III should be added to eq 32 when a 
breadthwise departure is present. The effec tive 
diffusion coefficien t breadthwise can be found 
from eq 12 and 22a. 

In a second arrangemen t the film can be con
fined by vertical concentric cylinders. In this 
case, one of the cylinders should be rotated to 
avoid circumferen tial variations in composi tion 
and tempera ture. By proper selection of spacing 
the profile would be an alogous to figure 2, the 
theory permitting lower values of h than indicated 
by eq 32. 
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IV. Production Conditions 

E conomical production of cmiclled material 
depends primarily on the values of e and h dis- . 
cussed in sec tions II and III of RP1765 [2] . The 
larger the e and the smaller the h, t he lesser will 
be the power r equirement per uni t rate of pl'O
duction. In general , th e m ethod is applicable, 
though no t necessarily more economical than 
other m ethods, when e exceeds unity by as li ttle
as 0.1 percent and when h is less th an 0.1 cm. 
In the following discussion a specific example will 
be worked through for e= 1.0030 and h= 0.020 cm . 

The simplest procedure for continuous produc
t ion is to maintain constant anode composition by 
exchange with an wllimited supply of normal K . 
After a build-up period , material enriched in 39K 

can t hen be very slowly bled from the cathod e. 
Anoth er procedure, analogous to continuous frac
tional distillation , is to feed normal material to a 
point intermedia,te to th e ends and t o withdraw 
from both anode and cathode compartments . In 
this case the apparatus provides a stripping sec
t ion yielding material at the anode emiched in 
41 K . The emiching section for 39K may be t reated 
as though an anode were located at the point of 
feed and is thus equivalen t to the first procedure. 
The following treatmen t will be focused on t he 
39K enrichmen t. 

1. Build-up Period 

In bringing the cathode to t he desired enrich
ment, the procedure is t o oper at e at zero sampling 
r at e (total reflux) while maintaining at the cathode 
end an exact balance between counterflow of solu
tion and K io') migration. Other factors remain
ing constant , it follows t hat the cOWlterveloci ty 
must slightly increase as the enrichment incrcnses; 
thus the maximum frn ctional increase in going 
from normal abundance t o 100 percent 39K would 
be (e- l )/15.2 , which is the difference between t he 
m ean ion y('locity of normal K alJ d the ion veloci ty 
of pure 39K . This in crease is well within the 
limits of the control and of no actual importan ce . 
Ho wever , assu:rn.ing a uniform normality and a 
precise balance at the cathode, i t follows that t h e 
countervelocity will be t oo hi.gh at the anode end 
by the same fraction. The result is a slight wash
ling out of salt , the voltage gradien t. increasing 
slightly t oward the anode, and the t ube th us 
balances itself throughout. More important :is 
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the tendency of increased temperature to increase 
ion speed and destroy the balance, but here also 
the balance throughout the tube is restored by a 
change in normality of salt and voltage gradient. 

r H ence it is stri ctly correct to suppose an exact 
mean balance for all ections of the tube, but it is 
not correct to assum e uniform normality of salt 
except when temperature effects at the ends of 
the tube may be neglected . 

The velocity balance at any section requires 
VICI +V2C2= F a (C1+ C2) or Vl- V a= (Vl - V2)C2/ (CI + C2) . 
Th e net t ranspOTt of light isotope across any sec
tionis (Vl- Fa) Cl - D'oCI/OZOr (Vl-V2)C1C2/ (Cl + C2)
D'ocl/oz mole cm- 2 sec- I. E ach factor in the 
foregoing is an average for the cross section, dis
tant Z from the anode. 

The exact differential equation governing tbe 
total reflux btuld-up of concentration as a fun ction 
of time and distallce, and applying to a tube 
having nonuniform temperatures lengthwise, i 

o eD' ocd oz) O(V I -V2) C~~2/(Cl + C2) = ocd Ot . (33) 
OZ2 

In a very long packed tube it would be permis
sible to neglect temperature nonuniformitie at 
the ends. In this case the effective diffu ivity, 
D' , the difference in the velocity of the ionic iso
topes, VI- V2 , and total concentration, C1 + C2, can 
be considered invariant. Equation 33 in terms 
of mole fractions then takes the form 

~- I I 
o2N d oZ2_T oN1N2/oz=- D ,oN d ot, (34) 

which involves tbe close approximation h= 
D' /Va~ D' /V2. 

Attempts to obtain an exact solution of eq 34 
in order to obtain the dependence of Nl on distance 
at the t ime the cathode has reached a desired 
enrichment have not been successful. This solu
tion is necessary to obtain the exact preliminary 
holdup of 39K and the exact time at which pro
duction can be commenced. However, as it would 

>. apply only to a long t ube, and since relativcly short 
t u bes or diaphragms are ample for 39K concentra
tion, this failure is of secondary import<lllce to the 
present problem. 

> 

R eturning to eq 33, which applies to a bor t 
t ube, integration over the equivalent length 
V c/A of the cf\,thod e volume gives 

(35) 

Concentration of Isotopes of Potassiu:m 

showing that the eoncentration gradient at the 
front of the cathode volume is less than its 
maximum possible value at the conccn tration 
by the amount (V c/A D' )ocl/ot. This fact will be 
considercd in the subsequent app roximation for 
the build-up time of a shor t packed tube. 

2 . Production Equilibrium 

Wh en the cathode reaches the dcsircd enrich
ment, wi thdrawal is begun at such a rate as to 
maintain the enrichment constant. Thereaftcr, 
the concentration distribution along the tube 
undergoes a further change tmtil a steady dis
tribution is reached. 

Let 6 Va be thc departure from the "total 
reflux" eo untervelocity, V a, this departure being 
due to continuous 3mpling at the cathode at a 
rate holding the cathode emichment constant. 
Wh en a steady distribution is reached a transport 
balance taken acr·os the tube at distance Z from 
the anode gives for the ligh t component 

and for the heavy component, 

where the c's and D' refer to mean value for the 
cross section, and CI-ca lll, C2- ca ,', refer to the moles 
per cubic centimeter of the tlVO eomponents in the 
product. 

Equation 36 is divided by Cl and eq 36a by C2, 
the latter is subtracted from the former , and the 
terms arranged to give 

To proceed further, the approArlmation tbat 
temperature does not depend on Z is assumed. 
The normali ty of salt is invariant and eq 37 can 
be written in terms of mole fraction as 

dz RhdN] (38) 
-R (e- I )N~+ [R (e - I ) + IjNI - NI -ca lh' 

where vl-v2=v2(e - l ) ~ r a(e- I ) , h=D'Va ~D' /V2, 
and R = Va/6 Va~ v2/6 Va. The integral of eq 38 
is had by a well-known formula. The result is 
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where a= - R (e - 1), b= R (e- l)+ l , c= -Nt- cath' 

and q= b2- 4ac. Equation 39 gives the relation 
between distance from anode, z, and mole fraction 
light, N I , when the di stribution has reached a 
steady state after prolonged production at reflux 
ratio , R. 

Example.- -Consider the production of material 
having an abundance ratio greater than normal 
by 50 percent; 39K r IK = N I /N 2= 2l.3 at the cath
ode. Provided sufficient quantities can be pro
duced , this emichmen t. wo uld suffice for many 
purposes such as experimen ts for tracing potassium 
metabolism. It is desired to lmow (1) the length 
of packing and reflux ratio for maximum efficiency, 
(2) the efficiency of the yield in grams of total 
emiched potassium per kilowatt-hour, (3) the 
required build-up t ime under total refllLx operation. 

The case chosen is for a bead-packed tube, 1 
cm inside diameter with anode abundance main
tained normal at 14.2 . The cathode volume, 
Vc is 1.0 ml, and the equivalent length of cathode 
volume based on a packing of 38 percent voids is 
3.35 cm . The solutiol1 is taken as l.0 N KCl. 
The temperature, normality, and voltage gradient 
will be assumed invariant with distance for 
purposes of this approximate calcul ation. The 
applied voltage is chosen to be 10 v/cm ; the current 
is 0.50 amp and the input is 5.0 w/cm (a higher 
input would resul t in boiling). 

The value of e, based on the consideration of 
section II of RP1765 [2], together with experi
mental data reported in other papers of this series, 
is assumed to be l.003. This is a conservative 
value. 

The value of h is taken to be 0.020 cm, a value 
which appears conservative for the optimum con
ditions of operation discussed under case III of 
sec tion III. 

Equation 39, with the above values of E and h, 
is shown plotted in figure 8, for various values of 
R and corresponding lengths of packing, l. The 
RZ versus Z curve is also shown. 

As seen in figure 8, the minimum packing 
length, Z, required to give the assumed emichment 
is 2.7 cm, under total reflux equilibrium, i. e., 
R = ro and t= ro. The required reflux ratio for a 
packing of infinite length is 114. 

The power requirement is proportional to 
length of packing whereas the production in grams 
of emiched material per unit t ime is propor tional 
to l /R . H ence, maximum efficiency is had when 
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RZ is a minimum. The RZ versus Z curve of figure 
6 shows a fairly broad minimum at abou t 4.6 cm 
for which R = 170 ; these are the values of packing 
length and reflux ratio which will give the most 
efficien t yield although the curve shows tha t 
considerable latitude is permissible in the direction 
of greater packing length and lower reflux ratio . 
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FIGUlm S. - Relation between Tejiu:t ratio, R , and length of 
packing, l, for fixed cathode enrichment. 

The total potassium arriving at the cathode 
when counterflow is zero is 1+ /F moles/sec, 
where 1+ is the total curren t times the transport 
number; the latter in this case is close to 0.50. 
At reflux ratio R, the production is (I+/FR moles) 
/sec. For the presen t example the yield is 

. ld - 0.50 X O.50 - -8 1 f K Yle - 96,500 X 170- 1.5X 10 mo eo 21.3 /sec,= 

5.5 X 10- 5 mole of 2l.3 K /hr . 

The power input to the 4.6 cm-packing is 
4.6 X 5= 23 w. By allowing 7 w for electrode 
losses, the power, exclusive of that for the control 
equipment, is about 0.030 kw. Hence 

yield efficiency= 5.5 X 10- 5/0.030= l.8X 10- 3 

mole of 21.3 K /kwhr = 7.2 X lO- 2 g of 2l.3 K /lnvhr. 
The corresponding energy req uirement is 14 kwhr/g 
of 2l.3 K . The energy ch arges against the produe
tion are thus seen to be quite nominal. 

The solid curve, 1, of figure 9 shows the abun
dance ratio vs distance from the anode, z, as 
related by equation 39. TIllS is the production 
equilibrium. Curve 2 is a rough sketch of the 
solution of eq 33 at the t ime the cathode reaches 
the production enrichment; this curve has a slope 
at z= Z that is less than curve 1, as was seen in eq 
35. As at the time of curve 2 the build-up is still 
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diffusing toward the anode and is less n ear the 
anode than for curve 1, i t follows that cur ve 2 
must cross curve 1. 
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FIGURE 9.- Distribution of abundance ratio: 1 , production 
equilibrium; (It = 170, t= 00); 2, end oj build-u p limer; 
(R = 00, t= 13 hr); 3, total reflux equilibrimn; (R = 00, 
t= 00). 

The difference between ar eas A and B of 
fig ure 9 represents the hold-up of 39K yet to be 
accumulated in th e packing after th e production 
has begun. This difference i n egligible in the 
present case because of the relatively large h olel-up 
at the cathode. In consequence, th e approximate 
hold-up for both curves 1 and 2 is given closely by 
graphical integration und er curv e 1. This proce-

Concentration of Isotopes of Potassium 
727972- 47 - - 4 

clure gives : hold-up of packing plus cathode volume 
equals 2.2 X 10- 5 mole of 39K in excess of normal 
abundance. 

As the concentration gradien t at the anode re
mains zero for a large part of the build-up time, it 
is a good approximation to a sume the hold-up 
of 39K to have been transported at the maximum 
rate 1+ (NrNz) anode (f - l) /F moles 39K /sec, from 
the anode into the packing. This rate is in 
accordance with eq 9 of section 1 of RP1765 [2] 
and gives for th e present example, 0.5 X 0.5 
(14.2/15.2) (1/15.2) X 0.003 / 96,500 = 4. X 10- iO 

mole 39K /sec. Hence total- reHux build-up time 

= 2.2 X 10- 5/4.8 X 10- 10 

= 4.6 X 104 sec. 
= 13 hr. 
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